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THE SMART[3] LIGHT BECOMES PLUS 
GEWISS launches Smart[3] Plus, the new version of the watertight ceiling light that joins the Smart[3] 

family, providing excellent lighting performance and even higher energy savings. 

Smart[3] Plus introduces the new version of watertight LED 

ceiling lights from the Smart[3] family, suitable for 

installation between 2 and 9 metres and capable of 

replacing high-flux and  lowbay fluorescents up to 

10,000lm. 

A new generation of Flip Chip LEDs was selected for 

Smart[3] Plus, to offer improved mechanical strength due to 

the lack of wire bonding connections. Inside, the PCT plastic 

reflector with metallic titanium dioxide prevents the sulphur 

contamination that is typical of silver reflectors, and ensures 

stability over time. Smart[3] Plus is a high-performance, 

reliable and durable appliance, available with integrated 

lens and medium light beam distribution (50°).  

Like the rest of the Smart[3] family, the Plus versions also 

include devices available in three sizes (800mm, 1200mm and 1600mm) suitable for installation at low 

heights (under 4 metres) and able to replace any version of linear watertight fluorescents from 18W to 

58W, in both the single lamp and the dual lamp version. 

The entire line is made from polycarbonate and is available in versions with a transparent or opal screen, 

in three colour temperatures (3000K, 4000K, 5700K) and two types of Light Colour Yield (CRI>80, CRI 

>90), all in On/Off versions or with DALI Power Supply (DALI 2). These ceiling lights can be installed 

individually (Stand Alone) or in a continuous row with through wiring (KIT included), in order to optimise 

installation time and simplify electrical installation. The Smart[3] Plus ceiling light also includes versions 

with an integrated lens and HLO (High Lumen Output) for maximum performance in terms of light 

emissions. 

The range has the highest degree of protection against dust or liquids (IP69), characterised by high 

shock resistance (IK08) and is able to deliver outstanding lighting performance with a Lifespan of over 

50,000h with L90B10 and over 100,000h with L80B10, measured at 25° (Tq). 

In addition to being durable and safe, Smart[3] Plus and Smart[3] devices are extremely versatile and 

easy to install. The products can be paired with an accessory with variable fixing distance centre-to-

centre, and the user can also take advantage of the relative guides, which form an integral part of the 

design of the appliance, allowing these lighting fixtures to be installed in any context or into pre-existing 

systems, in a simple manner and without having to modify the system itself. Smart[3] Plus and Smart[3] 

are also suitable for use in heavy environments where accurate mechanical fixation is required, such as in 
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the naval industry or in applications involving oily substances (after verification with the GEWISS lighting 

engineering team). 

The Smart[3] Range is part of GEWISS’ Endurance line, characterised by Flexibility, Modularity and 

Connectivity. These attributes allow for perfect light management in any context, including for the 

wellbeing of people, energy efficiency and reducing pollutant emissions. Core values, which transform a 

simple lighting fixture into a truly Smart system. 
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